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By Andrew Shields 

 

Beginning 

 

The characters are in the Rotunda, enjoying the performance of a ballad about an event in the clan’s 

history (that the players make, with the story cards.) 

 

It is the Festival of Poured Stone and there is luminescent colored grits as a party food, like lava. Spark 

Songs, dances, contests. Remembering when the clanhome was an active volcano. Outside it is snowing, 

and a little drifts in from above, but evaporates long before it gets to the bottom. 

 

Brandergriff notes that Lord Talamash’s representative Murantell is here, and he does not look patient 

or happy. He also has thirty guards with him. This is unusual, especially his access to the clanhome, 

especially during a festival. Something is up. 

 

The jarl sends a page to invite them to a walk by the Deep. They join the Jarl on a quiet reflective walk by 

the chasm near the clanhome’s foundation. 

 

Briefing 

 

The jarl tells them about Master Heyven’s clock; they knew about it, but did not know things went wrong. 

Heyven sold it to Lord Talamash, and it left here in good shape but arrived in Astoria looking like a 

cheap fraud (tinny gear pieces around a big rock for weight). Talamash is furious, and has sent his agent, 

Murantell, to investigate. 

 

The jarl has three days before he must report something; he has asked for a delay so he can manage his 

people’s celebration of this very important festival. The jarl cannot refund the gold and still have the clan 

comfortable through the winter (plus this causes problems for lots of trade partnerships). If he involves 

his soldiers, the visitors will get antsy. But he must check this out. You came to mind. 

 

The master smith made a theft-prevention device, a compass stone that always swivels to point towards 

the clock (and its master rune.) They can use the device to track the clock. 

 

Follow the trail, figure out what happened to the clock, and report back. 

 

Tracking the Clock 

 

They are hardy enough to go without a couple nights’ sleep, so they head out. They trudge through the 

snow (maybe take some vitality if they fail a risk test.) 

 

They approach the Bearkiller Mountains, where the trade route is at risk. A warband of orc scouts crosses 

their path, and there is a scruff (low-stakes battle.) If they allow survivors to escape, they’ll face a bigger 

battle.  

 

The compass points up towards the mountains. They follow it, to find a blasted peak where the snow 

hisses and melts when it falls on a wizard’s tower. 

 



The Cyclopean Sanctuary of Katrick the Foldmaster 

 

That is scripted on an obelisk on the trail up to the tower, in five 

languages. The tower is greenish black, and it has stained the peak 

it rests upon. It is shaped vaguely like a hundred-tendriled 

octopoid sprawled over a stone obelisk, very fancifully carved. 

 

As soon as they read the obelisk they realize that Katrick the 

Wizard is wanted in several communities for daring thefts, 

thuggery, and general misbehavior. He is a known malefactor who 

can use dimensional folding to move his tower—apparently to 

here, in orc territory. 

 

Moaning and spectral howling mixes in with the snow storm as 

they continue. Ghosts appear out of the swirling snow, warning of 

eternal servitude if they do not turn back now. 

 

Possession Risk 

When they reach the tower, ghosts try to possess them; they must 

make a risk test untrained (except for Enchanters and Chosen.) If 

they fail, they race into the tower, up to the wizard’s library on the 

second floor, and through an enchanted painting of a lush jungle 

landscape. 

 In case the fellowship does not follow them for some 

reason, they will be visible in the picture walking down a 

path into the jungle, very small. 

 

Ground Floor 

 Entry. Move between slimy stone tentacle pillars to the sturdy 

door that is unlocked. 

 Foyer. Stairs down to the right, stairs up to the left, shelves on 

the uneven walls, a door to the back. 

 Bedroom. Spiral staircase going up and down. Bookshelves. 

Bed to the left. 

o Anti-possession charms. Under the pillow, 5 

charms, render you immune from ghostly 

possession. 

 

Basement 

 Private Space. Big bed by the stairs. Wardrobe, goes back into 

the rock. Nice couch. Room to dance in the middle. An iron 

cage, thankfully empty, with a sleeping pallet and some 

skimpy clothes. 

 

Upstairs Library 

 Shelves worked into the slimy organic looking green stone 

walls, and two central curving walls. 

 Three massive paintings, 10’ x 5’. Spend 1 Resolve to step through any of them (only one detailed.) 

1. Pleasure Island. A mansion in a jungle clearing. (Characters may be seen on the road.) 

2. Laboratory. A lightning-lit lab, classic horrific tinkering with nature theme. 



3. Graveyard. Mist and crypts, foreboding and dark with twisted trees. 

 Spiral staircase goes up and down. Stairs go down. 

 The south side is a big octopoid head that trails tendrils down to flank the door below. Look out the 

compound eyes and windows. A bar in the middle with fine wines and liqueur. 

 

Observatory 

 Three massive telescopes look out to the stars; one sees the invisible, one sees demons, and one sees 

myth. It can be difficult to process what is seen through these enchanted tubes.  

 A scrying crystal ball on a table with two stools. 

 Spiral staircase leading down. 

 Star charts mounted on a wall case. 

 

Pleasure Island 

 

Those who came under a spirit’s compulsion will drop to their knees on the other side of the portal and 

scream, as the spirit tears loose and dissipates. They regain control, facing orcs, a few tough orcs, and a 

minotaur. (As many as seem appropriate, with reinforcements as handy as I need them to be.) The 

minotaur stands between them and the shimmering portal out that shows a reflection of the library. 
 

The minotaur is Galvess and he is bored. He tells them they are now part of the slave army of Katrick the 

Foldmaster, they will do his bidding or perish. Orcs jeer at them (relieved to be replaced as “the new 

guy.”) Galvess turns them over to Traybo, the tough orc leader, who will put them to work digging a 

canal to the mansion. Also, he wants to harvest a taste of their blood (however amuses you most.) 

 

Their weapons and armor are to be confiscated. Now, dwarves who allow for this sort of treatment 

deserve to dig ditches until they come up with a better plan, so let this play out however it needs to.  

 

Background elements: 

 The orcs are unhappy slaves who are kept in check by cowardice. A strong show of force (like 

killing the minotaur) would sway them to be helpful in hopes of escape. 

o Galvess has tasted the blood of every orc, and once he tastes blood he can track the target 

anywhere. Even if they escape, the orcs fear they cannot really get away. 

o Katrick can open space to swallow an area, and he has told them he will steal their whole 

tribe if they lead him back to it as escapees. 

 Galvess serves Katrick because of a curse that he would serve the first person that freed him from 

a pit. He doesn’t like it, but he doesn’t hate it. He can’t betray Katrick, or he’ll die. Horribly. 

o If a fracas starts and goes poorly, he’ll make a run for it to warn and protect Katrick. 

 
 

  



Half-Built Mansion 

 

The trail from the portal to the mansion is beaten down by many 

feet. The mansion is one airy level so far, still under construction.  

 

 Entry. The bar is mounted on a pivot, so you can have it indoors 

or outdoors or use it as a door. 

 Furnishings. Pretty spare at this point. Two couches facing the 

fireplace in the main room, across from the clock. Tough orcs 

hang out here to guard Katrick without being in his line of sight. 

 Dining room, kitchen, den, guests. Not much to describe, except 

the long table in the dining room. Make up any further details. 

 

Katrick himself is in the hot tub on the back patio of the mansion, 

guarded by a number of orc toughs that will serve him no matter 

what (his enchantments have seen to that.) During a fight, he will try 

to escape into the house to get his wizard staff, which gives him +2 

damage and +2 armor if he fights with it. 

 

A use of defend against him trips him up so he cannot move next 

round except to rise, and two successful defend actions in a row pin him so he takes a point of Vitality 

every time he tries to wriggle loose. If he is knocked unconscious, he is out for 1d8 minutes. 

 

Return 

 

If Katrick is dead, then the ghosts no longer seek to possess targets. If Katrick is threatened credibly, he 

will protect them from the spirits; he is essentially a coward. He will try to bargain, if they let him go he’ll 

show them out to get out alive and without being possessed (he refers to the amulets under the pillow in 

his bedroom on the ground floor.) The ghosts will not attack him. 

 

Home Again 

 

Depending on how the encounters on Pleasure Island went, they may or may not have one or more orc 

allies with them. If they do, and they run into any encounters on the way back, their orc ally will talk them 

into safe passage. 

 

 If they do not return with the clock, the clan loses 1 Prestige as their trading partners spread the tale 

of their forgery and fraud. 

 If they return with the clock Murantell is suspicious, but there is no lasting damage to prestige. 

 If they return with Katrick’s corpse and the clock then all is well and the tension is relieved. 

 If they return with Katrick alive and the clock the clan gets 1 Prestige upgrade (the players don’t 

know this is possible) for “Captured Wanted Wizard Bandit.” If they don’t get this upgrade, they get a 

personal upgrade instead. 

 

A note on loot. Characters are in comfortable financial circumstances. They do not need to “loot” the 

adventure. If they do steal enchanted items and valuable books, then they can keep them for souvenirs or 

turn them over to the clan. Loot is not the focus of the mission. It is entirely appropriate to use any looted 

material as inspiration for future scenarios. If they get enough and propose a Wealth increase, that may be 

something to grant—if they can sell the goods! 

  



FOES FOR THE ADVENTURE 

Ghost 

 Incorporeal. Immune to all but challenge and risk tests from Chosen. 

o Passing a test will do 1 Vitality to it and drive it off, to heal fully next dusk or midnight.  

o Failing the test will drain all Resolve and drive the Chosen unconscious. 

 Most have 4 Vitality. If they strike, they can drain 1 Resolve per attack, and those with 0 Resolve die. 

 (They can try to possess a target, who must pass an untrained test (unless Chosen or Enchanter) or go 

to the painting of the island and go through. 

 

Warrior Orc 

Combat 6. Cleaver or spear, 5 damage (+1). Spear, 4 damage (+1). 

Armor 1 (natural). Vitality 6. 

Behavior: 

 3-. Stuff Yer “Plan.” One orc gets a bright idea for a new battle strategy and they switch tactics 

immediately. 

 10+. Lookit Me! One orc attacks the toughest target it can reach. If it does damage, it upgrades to a 

Tough immediately and regains all Vitality. 

 

Tough Orc 

Combat 7/7. Something big and sharp and/or spikey, 6 damage. Hurled hand weapon, 5 damage. 

Armor 2 (natural). Vitality 8. 

Special: Enthusiasm. Any round the tough does damage, it regains a point of Vitality. 

Command: Look Lively. All troops under the tough’s command can ignore one defend that succeeded 

against them. 

Behavior: 

 3-. Thass IT! The tough forgets the plan and challenges a character to single combat; others 

commanded by the orc will not interfere, unless the other side does. 

 10+. You Know Who Oi AM?!? Roars and curses for a round, but regains all Vitality. 

 

Minotaur 

Combat 7/7. Weapons or horns, 8 damage. 

Armor 2 (natural). Vitality 40. 

Special: Horn Toss. If it does Vitality damage to a target, it can fling the target so the target must spend a 

move action to rise and re-engage (or flee). 

Behavior: 

 3-. Charge. It takes 2 move actions, and anyone it goes over or next to takes a hit. Must move in a 

straight-ish line. 

 10+. Bellow. It roars, and those within about 20 feet or so must make a challenge and risk test. Those 

who pass act normally, those who do not pass cannot attack the minotaur next round in any way, and 

those who fail must flee. 

 

Katrick the Wizard 

Combat 5. Magic attack (ignores armor) 5 damage. 

Armor 0 or 4 (magic). Vitality 8. 

 3-. Supervising. Tries to evade attacks and shouts encouragement to troops. 

 10+. Blitz. Attacks with 1d5 magic darts in melee or ranged, each like his normal attack. 

 


